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THIS IS A 60 minute PRESENTATION: 
Thank you for that warm introduction.  It’s a pleasure to be here today and have this opportunity to share with you in Montgomery, Alabama.  This is my first time in Alabama and I got to spend the entire day yesterday in this beautiful city.  Whenever I travel somewhere I 
always want to do a lot of research before hand, to make sure I don’t miss any “must see” items and make sure I’m properly prepared.  Therefore, I like to use my favorite online tool - Google!



What do I need to know about Montgomery, Alabama?

So I will go online, go to Google, and type in something like this - And in less than a second I get something like this - 



168 millions results.  So then I spend a ton of time reading all the facts like “Is Montgomery the largest city in Alabama?”  It’s not, Birmingham is the largest city. And why is Alabama called the Heart of Dixie?   Then I start looking for things that jump out to me as unique 
and that brought me to baseball!



On June 1st the Montgomery Biscuits will become the Greenbow Biscuits for the Gump in the Gump night.  The team wears 1950’s era throwback jerseys with the fictional town of Greenbow on their jerseys and play clips from the movie between innings.  



Went over to the ballpark that’s built in to the old train station.  The Biscuits aren’t in town.  So this is my sad selfie.



Here’s another selfie.  This one from the Civil Rights Memorial dedicated to 41 people who died during the Civil 
Rights movement.  Designed by Vietnam Veterans Memorial designer Maya Lin, there’s a reflecting disc with water 
flowing over it… 



Between the last date on the dial, the assassination of MLK, Jr. and the first date there’s a gap.  To me it represents 
the ongoing struggle for Civil Rights that to this day requires all of us to stand up for ourselves and others.



Leaving the museum I walked through town to see the capitol building, past the Dexter Ave Baptist Church where Dr. 
MLK preached, and then saw the fountain across the street from where Rosa Parks caught the bus.



Where I met this nice lady, Keisha.  She recommended I visit the National Memorial for Peace and Justice that was a little up the street.  It was so nice to talk to a real person and not get 
directions from my phone.  Keisha was happy to take a selfie with me.  This is her most common pose - The Museum is back that way, and the Memorial is up that way.



And this was the end of my tour of Montgomery.  It was an amazing experience to walk through this memorial.  I 
recommend everyone do it.  It just opened in April, be sure to visit.  Powerful, sobering, I’m very impressed at the 
work done by the Equal Justice Initiative.



So I have to confess, the best thing about Google in my opinion isn’t just the search engine, but I also have come to depend on all the other tools like Calendar, Google Docs, Sheets, Slideshows, and many many more 
online resources.



And in my years of teaching, I’ve found that very often the most successful applications used in schools are Google tools.  Kids love Google Earth, they write in Google Docs, share and collaborate with Google Drive, even make their 
own movies to upload to YouTube.



In just the last four years the Google Chromebook has completely reinvented the computer lab.  Small, lightweight, inexpensive cloud based machines allow students to leverage technology anywhere anytime.



Why go to the computer lab,

               when I can have the computer lab in my lap?   

Some schools are even being built now with no dedicated computer lab.



It’s neat to walk through elementary schools and see students not all on computers together, but working in small groups or at stations to show what they know or access digital content.



Today, I’m using a Google tool, Google forms, to find out more about you as individuals.



Today, I’m using a Google tool, Google forms, to find out more about you as individuals.  Google Forms is easy to use for making surveys and even graded quizzes.



bit.ly/alabama-dgs

This one isn’t a quiz, however, it’s just a short survey.  Only six questions.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs
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This one isn’t a quiz, however, it’s just a short survey.  Only six questions.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs


Disruption

Whenever I teach a lesson or cover something new I like to make sure everyone is comfortable with the vocabulary, so let me share this with you.  The key word for today is “disruption”.  And by disruption I mean disruption in a good way.  Not disruption like in the classroom, but disruption in the status quo.  All 
through human history there have been inventions and technological advances that have caused major disruption.  The wheel changed transportation, the printing press streamlined communication, electricity allowed us to operate at night, telephone, canals, railroads, and then the airplane, all sources of 
disruption.



bit.ly/alabama-dgs

This one isn’t a quiz, however, it’s just a short survey.  Only six questions.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs


2007
bit.ly/alabama-dgs

In 2007 Steve Jobs introduced to the world three brand new products that would change how we do everything and spark an age of massive disruption to the telecommunications industry.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs
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Maybe you watched this live, but if not - if you were at work, or school, or you’re not an Apple Fanboy like me - check 
it out.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs


COLLATERAL CHANGE

bit.ly/alabama-dgs

“Today Apple is going to reinvent the phone.” 
Steve was right.  But he left out that Apple was also going to reinvent the way we communicate, entertain, shop, travel, and much much more.  Now you may not have an iPhone, you may have a droid, or an LTE, or a Windows phone if you’re one of the 7 people who bought one.  So let’s 
call them “digital devices”.  This means any internet connected portable device with an interactive screen.  No matter what the brand name, these new devices  changed much more than the telecommunications industry.  And this change is known as collateral change.  Might even be a 
watch.Or maybe a belt? . 

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs


For me, I was most excited about downsizing my batman utility belt of devices.









https://www.huffingtonpost.com/steve-cichon/radio-shack-ad_b_4612973.html

Radio Shack Advertisement - President’s Day 1991 

Weather Stereo                $11.88 
AM / FM Clock Radio       $13.88 
In-Ear Headphones            $7.88 
Calculator                           $4.88 
Computer                      $1599.00 (Save $670!) 
Mobile Cellular Phone     $199.00 (Save $100) 
VHS Camcorder              $799.00 
Voice Activated Tape Rec  $29.95 
CD Player                        $159.95

TOTAL                           $2,825.42 
1991 Dollars

TOTAL in 2018 Dollars    

$5230.67

Put that $2825 into the good old inflation calculator on the web and you’ll find out that’s equivalent to $5230 today.



Radio Shack Spending   $5230.67

iPhone SE         

$349.00

You can either spend $5200 on all those tools or, buy the most inexpensive iPhone available today, the iPhone SE for $349.  All those tools for less than one tenth the cost and all in one 
little device that fits in your hand.  Technology is always getting small, faster, and cheaper.  Wouldn’t it be great if you could go to Radio Shack to buy an iPhone?



RadioShack is now gone, and believe it or not - they actually did sell iPhones.  Up until the iPhone 5 came out.  The problem was that they got into the game too late and they didn’t have the same level of stock or support that places like 
the Apple Store could provide.



CHANGE the way we
communicate



In the 1990’s people were buying up extra phone numbers for their homes and businesses to add dedicated “internet modem” access lines.  The phone company was forced to add new area codes in metropolitan areas and shift from a 
7-digit phone line system to 10 in order to meet the demand for new unique numbers.



But since 2007, when portable wireless devices and internet through high speed cable became prevalent, the “Land Line” has been experiencing a slow death.  The number of homes connected to landlines is now less than 50%.  When 
was the last time that was the cast?  Less than 50% of homes had a land line?  1947.



Comcast, Infinity, Cox, Verizon, Dish Network, Fiber - the internet service provider has gone from a phone based connection to coaxial in order to meet broadband speed customer expectations.



Big changes have also occurred at a linguistic level.  From talking in person or on the phone, we now talk by text.  A lot of texts.  And it seems like everyone texts.  The key figure is look at the percentage of teens who sent no texts in 2009 to the percentage in 2011.  It 
went from 2% to 1%.  That’s a big drop, a big drop of small numbers.  But who are this mythical group of teenagers who don’t send any texts?  Could it be the Amish?





How Many Texts Will We Send Today? 

Americans send an average of 
8.5 billion texts per day. 

18-24 year olds = average 3,853 / month 
Approximately 128 per day

https://www.textrequest.com/blog/many-texts-people-send-per-day/

The data is a bit old comparing 2009 to 2011, How much are people texting today?



If we’ve gone from communicating in person or by voice to sending short burst of texts that can so easily be read out of context, or little images to share our “emotions”. What conversation could possibly require 128 texts in one day?.  
It’s usually a bunch of….



This change explains why the services once provided by all of these companies…



is now provide by just these three. 
Should be about 10-11 minutes in.



CHANGE the way we
entertain ourselves

I’d like to take you back to the year 1981.  I’m in third grade.  It’s March 18th.  A Wednesday.  8:00 PM EST my parents are going to let me stay up until 10:00 PM because there’s a special pilot movie coming on air that is 
rumored to be the start of an all new television series.  And it changed my life.





The show is still available on line, you can google it and find it on youtube.  And guess what this means!



Now I can watch Greatest American Hero on my phone whenever I want, where ever I want, and I don’t have to ask 
permission to stay up late or wait until Wednesday night.



Sorry.  I won’t make you watch that again.  I know you won’t be able to get that song out of your head all day.



The fourth season finale delivered only 1.9 million viewers in 2011 on the cable channel amc.  The series finale at the end of the sixth season had 10 million viewers, that was 2013.  How could there be such an enormous increase over 
two years?  Because during those two years, viewers unfamiliar with the show could catch up through a little streaming service that previously delivered DVDs by mail.









CHANGE the way we
shop





https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Amazonesia 
I looked up the definition on the best online dictionary ever, Urban Dictionary.  Sarcasm.  Don’t look up anything there unless you want to be offended.  But they have a good example (Read about Bill) - point out this was posted by 
Snoopy Snoopy Poop Dog in 2013.  Amazonesia has been effecting people for 5 years.



I used to love going book shopping at Borders.  Remember that store?





bit.ly/alabama-dgs

What do all of these companies have in common?  They all connect you the user to their product via your phone, and they wouldn’t even exist in the format they do now if it wasn’t for the phone.  You couldn’t use something like Uber 
without geolocation, instant messaging, and wireless direct payment.  One other commonality?  None of these companies existed 20 years ago but all of them are leading their industries today.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs
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The shortest distance between two points is a straight line, and in 2018 the shortest distance from your brain to your bank account goes right through your phone.  Whether you tab an icon on the screen, or tap your phone on the 
register at a store, you can spend money faster than you can think about it.  These apps connect your account to your credit card, but each of these companies currently has billions in cash reserves.  How long before they realize they 
can bypass the credit cards?  What are the chances of something like that happening?

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs




Probably the same likelihood as the same company that provides the most popular search engine also providing 
internet access to your home or business.





Impulsivity



Now is the time to go look at the survey results and see just how you’re shopping and watching TV.



CHANGE the way we
learn

We’ve talked a lot about us this morning, how things are changing for us - let’s focus now on how things have changed for our children.



This picture went viral on the internet a couple years ago.  It shows kids in an art museum sitting under a painting by Rembrandt.  What a shame, they are more interested in what’s happening on the 6” screen in their hands than an 
incredible work of art.



Kids would 
rather socialize 
on their smart 
phones than 

appreciate art.

It’s a travesty.  What a shame. Kids are more interested in what’s happening on the 6” screen in their hands than an incredible work of art.



As part of their visit to the museum, the children, who minutes earlier had admired the art and listened attentively to explanations by expert adults, had been instructed to complete an assignment by their school teachers, using, among other things, the 
museum’s excellent smartphone app.  This is an example of how kids have learned how to learn on their phone. 



If you doubt kids can learn on their phones check out this story from Ohio.



The end of movie = 20-25 minutes in?



Online learning isn’t unique to virtual schools.  Most schools are moving towards a “Blending Learning” format using Learning management systems, or LMS’s like Blackboard and Canvas that cost money, or Google Classroom that is 
free.  



LMS’s and virtual libraries aren’t unique to Utah.  Here in Alabama you have the Alabama Connections Academy providing virtual classes for students 
K-12, Rise with the Tide “Bama by Distance” from the University of Alabama, the Alabama Virtual Library, Access Virtual Learning connecting schools 
and eLearning for Educators providing online PD for educators.



In May of 2014 the school board authorized the purchase of 300+acres for the new Thompson High School complex. Planned for a 2000-2200 student capacity the new school is conveniently located within a mile of the existing high 
school which was built in 1986 for a maximum of 800 students but now serves nearly 1900.  A 32,269-square-foot career academy will have spaces for fine arts, broadcast journalism, business, health science and engineering along with 
a 50-seat lecture hall.  Sounds like a COMMUNITY COLLEGE Campus!  



Research conducted with 3rd--5th-grade students in Broward 
County found that students scored significantly higher on Florida 
State Math, Science, and English Language Arts Exams.

Elementary schools are seeing huge disruption as well.  They will probably never go the way of blockbuster and circuit city because our society has created a role for public schools as a form of government provided day care, but - 
technology is making a big difference in learning.



With over 5,000 open computing jobs in Alabama today, but only 503 graduate with CS degrees - maybe it’s time we as educators look at how we need to shift the way we are teaching to 
match the ways our students are learning?  We’ve done away with a lot of our brick and mortar stores - can we do the same with schools?



CHANGE the way we
live



CHANGE the way we
die



An epidemic among teenagers right now is texting and driving.



http://safety.trw.com/texting-while-driving-now-leading-cause-of-us-teen-deaths/0710/

Queens, NY - released data in 2017



Texting while driving is now the leading cause of 
death among teenagers –  

• More than 3,000 teens die each year in crashes caused by 
texting while driving 

• Approximately 2,700 teens are killed in drunk driving accidents 

• More than 50 percent of teens admit to texting and driving

http://safety.trw.com/texting-while-driving-now-leading-cause-of-us-teen-deaths/0710/



It’s not just teens, and it’s not just texting.



The study, led by University of Utah psychology professor David L. Strayer, found in-vehicle information systems take drivers’ attention off the road for too long to be safe.   “With the best intentions, auto makers are putting technology in cars they think will make the car safer, but people will use that technology in 
ways that we don’t anticipate,” - Me personally, every time I get in a rental car I have to take 5-10 minutes to figure out how my phone is connecting to the stereo and get my Maps app working correctly.  Otherwise, you’re driving around with your head up your apps. 



UDOT signs on Mondays.







David was killed while out on a walk in St. George.  A driver who was texting and driving rear ended the car stopped in front of her which then flew into the crosswalk and killed David.  David was walking with his wife.  Now 
his wife goes for walks by herself.  This isn’t because someone was texting and driving, it’s because our society has developed a set of norms and values implying that what happens on your phone is more important than 
what’s happening around you.





Everquote found that 70% of people in its study kept the 
DND While Driving feature turned on after Apple released it 
last September.

And between September 19 and October 25 last year, 
people with DND on used their phones 8% less, according 
to the study.

8% less



8% less

8% may not sound like much, but if  it’s YOU, if you’re one of the people who’s lives were spared from a horrific car accident because someone was texting and driving then that figure might as well be 100%.  If you really need to text and drive, much like driving after drinking, call a cab.  Or better yet, Uber.



Meet Daniel.  He was my Uber driver once.  He’s 75 and he started driving for Uber 5 months ago.  He doesn’t do it for the money, he retired at 55 after building his own Insurance agency from the ground up.  He and his wife own their own house in Indiana, and a second in Florida where they spend their winters.  
They have 3 cars, all of them paid for.  Daniel drives Uber so he doesn’t get bored. Because he likes meeting new people, and he’s loves his wife.  If he sits at home with her all day he will just get in her way.  He has a very high rating on Uber because he’s friendly and kind.  And he does everything through his 
phone.  I asked Daniel if he also uses his phone for things like Facebook, Twitter or Instagram to stay connected with his family and friends. He said he has a Facebook account, but he doesn’t really like to spend much time on it.



Driverless cars and Uber wouldn’t be possible without connected digital devices - maps, texting, etc.  Driverless cars will let us focus on our devices while in transit - and although 
individuals may not ever buy them, companies like Uber may provide fleets of driverless cars.  How does that make you feel?  In a world of driverless computer controlled cars?



CHANGE the way we
feel about ourselves





This is a story about me, my Dad and Instagram.



Our brains “light up” the pleasure centers when we feel joy, or get a sense of reward. Sending dopamine and serotonin to the frontal cortex help us feel pleasure, but also control our sleep, memory, and mood. It’s the same for a bite of ice cream, getting a hug, taking a hit of cocaine, or a wave of likes on Facebook 
or Instagram.



This next story is about a trip to Hawaii and Facebook.



Narrate the images, then… 
I deleted facebook.  At first it felt terrible.  Reaching for the phone to post something or that habitual checking of what’s online.  You know, I need to see who the Russians want me to vote 
for.  And then it felt really terrible.  The “reaches” went away and were replaced by worry.  Was my dad mad at me?



If I’m noticing this, at age 46, what’s happening to your kid?  The kids who’s brain is still developing?  There frontal lobes aren’t “done yet” until they hit somewhere between 20-25. 

HALF WAY POINT?



AVERAGE TIME  
AMERICANS SPEND ON PHONES? 

4.7 hours / day
https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/informate-report-social-media-smartphone-use/



http://www.collective-evolution.com/2015/10/11/photographer-removes-phones-from-his-images-to-show-how-addicted-weve-become/

Eric Pickersgill



http://www.collective-evolution.com/2015/10/11/photographer-removes-phones-from-his-images-to-show-how-addicted-weve-become/



http://www.collective-evolution.com/2015/10/11/photographer-removes-phones-from-his-images-to-show-how-addicted-weve-become/



http://www.collective-evolution.com/2015/10/11/photographer-removes-phones-from-his-images-to-show-how-addicted-weve-become/

Anyone in here worried they’re in a marriage or partnership that looks like this?



Do We Have An Epidemic 
of Tech Addiction?



Do We Have An Epidemic 
of Anxiety and 
Depression?

Anxiety and Depression along with mood disorders and other mental health issues are on the rise, especially among teenages, at an alarming rate.  Some experts even predict an “epidemic”, a mental health epidemic in the next few years.



Study done in Canada in 2016 looks at onset age of anxiety disorders.  Check out the huge jump from 2-3% between 10-14 to between 5-8% after age 15.  What age do kids in Canada get 
cell phones?



http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/21/technology/personaltech/whats-the-right-age-to-
give-a-child-a-smartphone.html?_r=0

2010 - Average Age 13 

2012 - Average Age 12 

2016 - Average Age 10 

2018 - Average Age ? 

What age do we give phones to our kids?  Correlation or causation?  What will it be in 10 years?  Birth?  People will go get an ultra sound and ask “is it a boy or a girl?”  and the doctor will say “It’s a Galaxy Tab 12!”





Thank god dad wasn’t distracted by his phone too!  Can you imagine trying to teach kids not to be addicted to their devices if you yourself are addicted to yours?



There’s something going on in our brains, and I’m not a neurosurgeon so I can’t say definitively, but I think the phones 
have something to do with it.



http://americanaddictioncenters.org/co-occurring-disorders/

Women are 60% more likely to suffer from anxiety.  Likewise, 100% of men more likely to admit to feeling anxiety.  But on the whole, 18% of Americans suffer and 23% have been diagnosed.  Has anyone here had a boss that sends emails out at midnight, or worse, like 4:00 AM?  How does that make you feel as an employee?



There is low grade anxiety that we get from our phones - emails that need to be read, apps to updates, messages, things like that.  The things that make life busy.  But then there’s high grade anxiety.  Bullying.  That sense of never being good enough.  Feelings that we used to leave at school.  But those feelings 
don’t go away when they’re on your phone every time you turn it on.  Every time you check social media.  Every time you look at someones’s beautiful picture and feel fat, or stupid, or ugly.  There is a chronic state of comparison haunts our happiness.





So let’s a little communal anxiety.  The dystopian sci-fi series Black Mirror on Netflix examines the “dark side” of our digital world. 



Season 2 Episode 1: “Be Right Back”

bit.ly/alabama-dgs
Episode 1 from Season 2 -  Young couple Martha and Ash move into a remote cottage; Ash is killed the very next day; at his funeral, Martha's friend Sarah tells her about a new service that lets people stay in touch with the deceased.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs
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After Martha gets dependent on the AI bot replicating her deceased fiance, she is then offered a chance to try out a new service where his bot is downloaded into a cyborg physical replicant.

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs


replika.ai

There is an app that was created under the same pretense as the story on Black Mirror.  Boyfriend girlfriend move to US from Russia, they’re coders, he dies, she makes a bot from his text messages.  Now the bot can be downloaded to your phone where it can learn from you.



So being completely freaked out by this, my spine crawling as I think about the ramifications, I naturally download it and dive in.







Training my neural network?  Like learning to send emojis?





So now I realize, this app could actually put me in a good mood, or remind me to be happy.  Could this be a mental 
health trigger to curb anxiety?  



When the Siri app was first released in 2010 it was a free app you could download and use as a “Personal Assistant” that would search the web by voice.  Today, it’s an integral part of the 
entire line of Apple iPhones. 
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208204  



bit.ly/alabama-dgs

Let’s ask the experts - I have here Alexa and Google Home and I want to see what they say about AI.  Remember our talk about spending and your phone. Now let’s add these 
two our spending equation.  Are they always listening?

http://bit.ly/alabama-dgs


http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-43725708 

Is Amazon listening to us even when we aren’t talking to Alexa?  They say no, but then why did they just patent “Voice Sniffing” technology?  This is scary.  Almost as scary as forgetting your phone!  Let’s go check that survey one more time… 



Now is the time to go look at the survey results and see just how you’re shopping and watching TV.



Nomophobia

Should be at about 40 minutes here.



Fear of Being Without Your Phone

We suffer from Nomophobia - this is the place to jump to slide about “Bridges or Barriers” if running out of time, or “What do your constituents want” if really out of time!



Behavioral Addictions

• Compelling goals 

• Irresistible and unpredictable feedback 

• Sense of incremental progress  

• Tasks that become more difficult over time 

• Unresolved tensions that demand resolution 

• Strong social connections



Are YOU Addicted To Being 
Connected?  
5 Questions to find out

0 - not applicable 

1 - rarely 

2 - occasionally 

3 - frequently 

4 - often 

5 - always

There are five questions to go through - so the most you’ll have to add up to mentally is 25.  Go ahead and put your phones down, put the Black Mirror side down so you don’t see the screen.  Clever name 
huh?



How often do you find you stay 
online longer than you 
intended?
0 - not applicable 

1 - rarely 

2 - occasionally 

3 - frequently 

4 - often 

5 - always



How often do others in your life 
complain to you about the amount 
of time you spend online?

0 - not applicable 

1 - rarely 

2 - occasionally 

3 - frequently 

4 - often 

5 - always



How often do you check your 
email before something else 
that you really need to do?
0 - not applicable 

1 - rarely 

2 - occasionally 

3 - frequently 

4 - often 

5 - always



How often do you lose sleep 
because of late night log ins?

0 - not applicable 

1 - rarely 

2 - occasionally 

3 - frequently 

4 - often 

5 - always



How often do you find yourself 
saying “just a few more 
minutes” when you are online?
0 - not applicable 

1 - rarely 

2 - occasionally 

3 - frequently 

4 - often 

5 - always



Severity of your 
addiction?

7 or less = no addiction 

8-12 = mild addiction 

13-20 = moderate addiction 

21-25 = severe addiction

Who got a 7 or less, raise your hands up.   Alright!  Let’s give them a round of applause - they’re really good liars.  No I’m kidding, I believe you and I bet you’re one of the people who would be happy if you forgot your phone today right?  No.  Because the people who forgot their phone didn’



What’s the problem? 

Abstinence Is NOT An Option





Sentry Parental Control





Now I don’t have the answers to solve our society’s issues, not a global solution or anything like that.  I think the solution needs to come from each individual, and I do have an approach to that.







Restore
Reflect on how you’re using your phone and ask yourself if it adds value 

Eliminate the apps that give you the “feel bads” or are wasting your time 

Set limits for when and where you use your phone 

TAKE A BREAK and POWER… 

Off 

Run the experiment - try out some of the changes 

Encourage others to do the same



Charge your phone somewhere 
out of reach from your bed.



Turn off your phone a 
couple of hours a day.



Try to go for a day or two 
without your phone at all!



No screen  
Sundays?





Reflect 

Eliminate 

Set Limits 

Take a Break 

OFF 

Run the experiment 

Encourage others



R 

E 

S 

T 

O 

R 

E

EVERYTHING

This mantra, this approach, it can be applied to everything and anything.  In a world where watching the news can cause post traumatic stress disorder it can all seem too much.  From porn stars to Presidents, it seems like everyone is guilty until proven innocent and the stress of facing tomorrow is overwhelming, 
you actually do have the power to turn it off.  You have the right to take a break. And you have the responsibility to those you care about to do just that.  First for yourself, and then for your loved ones.  Think of it like an oxygen mask.  Put on yours first so you can help others.  And then, if you have time, take a selfie 
- just make sure you have it on right first.



@EdTecHakk

The slides from this presentation can be found on my website, but more importantly this is where you can go to access all of the research and data I referenced here.  


